The Place of Dance
A Somatic Guide to Dancing
and Dance Making
Andrea Olsen, with Caryn McHose
An essential guide to embodied awareness
The Place of
Dance is written
for the general
reader as well as
for dancers. It
reminds us that
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for the stage. Andrea Olsen is an internationally known
choreographer and educator who combines the science
of body with creative practice. This workbook integrates
experiential anatomy with the process of moving and
dancing, with a particular focus on the creative journey
involved in choreographing, improvising, and performing
for the stage. Each of the chapters, or “days,” introduces
a particular theme and features a dance photograph,
information on the topic, movement and writing
investigations, personal anecdotes, and studio notes from
professional artists and educators for further insight.
The third in a trilogy of works about the body, including
Bodystories: A Guide to Experiential Anatomy and Body
and Earth: An Experiential Guide, The Place of Dance
will help each reader understand his/her dancing body
through somatic work, create a dance, and have a full
journal clarifying aesthetic views on his or her practice. It
is well suited for anyone interested in engaging embodied
intelligence and living more consciously.
Andrea Olsen is a professor of dance at Middlebury
College in Vermont and held the John Elder Professorship
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and teaches internationally and is a contributing editor
to Contact Quarterly. Caryn McHose has a private
practice in somatic movement therapy in Holderness,
New Hampshire, and has taught creative movement
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with Kevin Frank, of How Life Moves: Explorations in
Meaning and Body Awareness.
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“This book is a timely reminder of how available, delicious and essential movement is, for all of us. Andrea
Olsen prompts us to go ahead, imagine, and do: sink to
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unexpected choreographic moment. This book is for our
dancing selves, our collaborative selves, our entrepreneurial selves, and it offers strategies and inspiration to
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—Bebe Miller, choreographer and artistic
director, Bebe Miller Company, and professor
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“The Place of Dance is a gift to the world of dance and
to the world at large. Anyone who has seen or been
involved in a dance of any kind must read this book. It
opens doors to the lovely visceral mystery of the art form.
It will likely become a teacher’s guide as well. Andrea
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—David Dorfman, dance department chair, Connecticut
College, and artistic director, David Dorfman Dance
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Exam Copy Policy – College and university professors may request exam copies of eligible books for
consideration in their courses. Requests should be
on institutional letterhead and accompanied by $5.00
per book to cover shipping and handling.
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